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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is based upon and claims pri-
ority from Japanese Patent Application No. 5-258717
filed October 15, 1993; Japanese Patent Application No.
5-258720 filed October 15, 1993; Japanese Patent Ap-
plication No. 5-258731 filed October 15, 1993; Japa-
nese Patent Application No. 5-284766 filed November
15, 1993; Japanese Patent Application No. 5-322810
filed December 21, 1993; Japanese Patent Application
No. 5-323877 filed December 22, 1993; Japanese Pat-
ent Application No. 6-117993 filed May 31, 1994; and
Japanese Patent Application No. 6-219717 filed Sep-
tember 14, 1994.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention:

[0002] The present invention generally relates to an
electric rotating machine. More particularly, the present
invention relates to an electric rotating machine such as
a starter motor for vehicles that can suitably be used as
an electric motor for high-speed rotations.

2. Related Art:

[0003] Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No.
2-241346, which corresponds to United State Patent
No. 5,130,596, discloses an electric rotating machine
having outer and inner armature coils held within slots
of an armature core. The coils are extended in the axial
direction to be cylindrical, with the outer periphery of the
outer coil being smaller in diameter than the outer pe-
riphery of the armature core. The metal brush contacts
the outer periphery of the cylindrical surface. In this ar-
rangement, the outer and inner armature coils are fed
with electric current through the metal brush.
[0004] However, such an electric motor, particularly
when used for high-speed rotation, has the problem that
high-speed rotation is disabled by heavy mechanical
loads caused by burdens on the molded resin cylinder,
which holds the coils composing the contact face for the
metal brush. The burdens on the molded resin cylinder
are due to the centrifugal force developed on the com-
mutator face of the coil, heavy thermal loads caused by
the effect of the resisting heat generated on the commu-
tator face, and the frictional heat generated on the metal
brush in high-speed rotations.
[0005] Document FR-A-2 534 085 which is used as
basis for the preamble of claim 1, discloses an electrical
machine having an armature core, a shaft, outer coil
trunks, inner coil trunks, inner coil arms and outer coil
arms. Furthermore, the inner coil arms have axial pro-
trusion parts extending along the shaft to electrically
connect them to radially inner end parts of the outer coil

arms.
[0006] Document EP-A-0 288 328 discloses to pro-
vide an insulator at each end of a core and to have slots
in the outer periphery of the insulator to allow conductors
to pass through.
[0007] It is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide an electric rotating machine having an improved in-
sulator structure.
[0008] This object is solved by an electric rotating ma-
chine in accordance with claim 1.
[0009] It is an advantage of the present invention to
provide an electric rotating machine that can reduce me-
chanical and thermal loads.
[0010] It is another advantage of the present invention
to provide an electric rotating machine which is suited
for downsizing.
[0011] It is another advantage of the present invention
to provide an electric rotating machine which is suited
for simplification of manufacturing processes.
[0012] The electric rotating machine according to an
embodiment of the present invention is basically con-
structed as follows. The electric rotating machine in-
cludes an armature core including slots, a shaft rotatably
supporting the armature core, outer coil trunks and inner
coil trunks housed within the slots of the armature core,
inner coil arms electrically connected at one end parts
of the inner coil trunks, respectively disposed roughly
perpendicular to the shaft and extending in the direction
of the shaft, and outer coil arms electrically connected
at one end parts to the outer coil trunks, respectively
disposed roughly perpendicular to the shaft and extend-
ing in the direction of the shaft, and connected at the
other end parts to the other end parts of the inner coil
arms respectively.
[0013] In the electric rotating machine according to an
embodiment of the present invention, the inner and out-
er coil arms of the outer and inner armature coils are
disposed roughly perpendicular to the shaft, and the out-
er coil arms are connected to the other end parts of the
inner coil arms. In this arrangement, the inner and outer
coil arms can be housed within a small clearance pro-
truding from the armature core, and the resistance to
the centrifugal force can be increased. Therefore, the
mechanical loads can be substantially reduced, and the
inner and outer coil arms can be disposed in the vicinity
of the armature core. As a result, the heat generated at
the inner and outer coil arms can easily be dissipated to
the side of the armature core, whereby the thermal loads
can also be reduced.
[0014] Further, according to an embodiment of the
present invention, outer coil arms has a unique shape
and arrangement for functioning as a commutator, for
providing grooves which enhance air flow therethrough,
and/or for providing good dissipation of heat generated
by metal brush.
[0015] Still further, according to an embodiment of the
present invention, outer coil arms and inner coil arms
have unique shape and arrangement with armature core
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and shaft for keeping fixed relation with armature core
and shaft.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] Other objects, features and characteristics of
the present invention, as well as the functions of the re-
lated parts, will be appreciated from the following de-
tailed description, appended claims, and the drawings,
all of which from a part of this application. In the draw-
ings:

Fig. 1 is an axial cross-sectional view illustrating an
electric rotating machine according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is an axial cross-sectional view illustrating a
rotor of the electric rotating machine of the embod-
iment;
Fig. 3 is a plan view illustrating an armature core of
the electric rotating machine of the embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a plan view, partly in cross section, illustrat-
ing a part of an armature coil of the electric rotating
machine of the embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a plan view illustrating a coil arm of the elec-
tric rotating machine of the embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a perspective outline view illustrating the
layout of outer and inner coil trunks of the electric
rotating machine of the embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view illustrating the outer
and inner coil trunks housed within the slots;
Fig. 8 is a plan view illustrating the armature of the
embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a plan view illustrating an insulating spacer
of the embodiment;
Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a fixing
member of the embodiment;
Fig. 11 is a cross-sectional view illustrating an insu-
lating cap of the embodiment;
Fig. 12 is a typical view illustrating winding of the
armature coil of the embodiment;
Fig. 13 is a perspective view illustrating another
type of the armature coil;
Fig. 14 is a perspective view illustrating still another
type of the armature coil;
Fig. 15 is a perspective view illustrating still another
type of the armature coil;
Figs. 16A through 16C are perspective views illus-
trating the production procedure for the armature
coil;
Figs. 17A through 17D are perspective views illus-
trating the production procedure for another arma-
ture coil;
Fig. 18 is a cross-sectional view illustrating the po-
sitional relation between the outer coil arm and the
metal brush;
Fig. 19 is a cross-sectional view illustrating another
connecting method for the outer and inner coil arms;
Fig. 20 is a cross-sectional view illustrating still an-

other connecting method for the outer and inner coil
arms;
Fig. 21 is a cross-sectional view illustrating still an-
other connecting method for the outer and inner coil
arms;
Fig. 22 is an axial cross-sectional view illustrating
the rotor of the electric rotating machine according
to a further development;
Fig. 23 is an axial cross-sectional view illustrating
the rotor of the electric rotating machine according
to a further development;
Fig. 24 is an axial cross-sectional view illustrating
the rotor of the electric rotating machine according
to a further development;
Fig. 25 is an axial cross-sectional view illustrating
the rotor of the electric rotating machine according
to a further development;
Fig. 26 is an axial cross-sectional view illustrating
the rotor of the electric rotating machine according
to a further development;
Fig. 27 is an axial cross-sectional view illustrating a
further development;
Fig. 28A is an enlarged plan view of a part of the
further development shown in Fig.27; and
Fig. 28B is a side view of the axial side end of the
armature coil on the commutator side of the further
development shown in Fig. 27;
Fig. 29 is a partial wiring diagram of an inner con-
ductor and an outer conductor shown in Fig. 27;
Fig. 30 is an enlarged axial cross-sectional view of
the further development shown in Fig. 27;
Fig. 31A through 31C shows a further development
in which Fig. 31A is an axial cross-sectional view
illustrating the state before an armature coil holding
portions and are welded. Fig. 31B is an axial front
view, and Fig. 31C is a main enlarged plan view il-
lustrating shape of protrusion portion;
Fig. 32A is an axial-cross sectional view illustrating
the state after the armature coil holding portions and
are welded in the further development shown in Fig-
ures 31A through 31C, Fig. 32B is an axial front view
of the same, and Fig. 32C is an enlarged plan view
illustrating the protrusion portion; and
Fig. 33 is a partial enlarged axial cross-sectional
view illustrating the fixed state of the collar.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENTLY
PREFERRED EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0017] An embodiment of the electric rotating ma-
chine according to the present invention will be de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 1 through 11.
[0018] As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, electric rotating
machine 500 includes shaft 510, an armature including
armature core 520 rotatably and integrally fixed on shaft
510 and armature coil 530, and fixed magnetic poles
550 for rotating the armature. Fixed magnetic poles 550
are fixed on the inner periphery of yoke 501.
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[0019] Shaft 510 is rotatably held by metal bearing
906 provided in a supporting member (not illustrated)
and a metal bearing 905 fixed on the inner periphery of
end frame 900. At the front end of shaft 510 is formed
gear 511 engaging with a gear of planetary gear mech-
anism (not illustrated).
[0020] Armature core 520 is formed by stacking a mul-
tiplicity of ring-shaped core plates 521 illustrated in Figs.
2 and 3, and shaft 510 is force or press fit in a hole 522
made in the center of plates 521. Each core plate 521
is punched out of a thin steel plate on a press, and in-
sulated on the surface. On the inside diameter side of
core plate 521 (around the hole 522) are formed a plu-
rality of punched holes 523, which reduce the weight of
core plate 521. On the outer periphery of core plate 521,
a plurality of axially extending (e.g., 25) slots 524 are
formed to house armature coil 530. On the outer periph-
ery of core plate 521 and between the respective slots
524 adjacent to each other are formed set claws 525 for
holding armature coil 530 housed within slot 524 in po-
sition. The claws 525 will be described in more detail
later.
[0021] Armature coil 530 in this embodiment adopts
a double-layer coil which comprises a plurality of (e.g.,
25) outer coil bars 531 composing an outer armature
coil and the same number of inner coil bars 532 com-
posing a inner armature coil, wherein outer coil bar 531
and inner coil bar 532 are mutually stacked in the radial
direction. Each outer coil bar 531 is combined with each
inner coil bar 532 and each end part of each outer coil
bar 531 is electrically connected to the end part of each
inner coil bar 532 to form a loop coil.
[0022] Outer coil 531 made of a highly conductive
metal (e.g., copper) extends parallel to fixed magnetic
pole 550. Outer coil bar 531 includes outer coil trunk 533
held within slot 524 and a pair of outer coil arms 534
extending from the respective ends of the outer coil
trunk 533 turning innards therefrom to be perpendicular
to the axial direction of shaft 510 and roughly parallel to
both axial side.faces 522 of the armature core 520.
Here, both ends of the outer coil trunk 533 are joined to
recessed parts 534a formed at one end of the respective
pair of outer coil arms 534.
[0023] Outer coil trunk 533 is a linear bar with rectan-
gular cross section as illustrated in Figs. 4 through 7.
The periphery of outer coil trunk 533 is covered with up-
per insulating film 540 (e.g., a thin resin film, such as
nylon, or paper). Coil trunk 533 covered with the upper
insulating film 540 is firmly held within slot 524 together
with an inner coil trunk 536 (described later) as illustrat-
ed in Fig. 7.
[0024] As illustrated in Fig. 6, one of the pair of outer
coil arms 534 is inclined to the forward side in the rotat-
ing direction of armature, and the other outer coil arm
534 is inclined to the backward side in the rotating di-
rection. The pair of outer coil arms 534 are inclined to
the radial direction at the same angle to outer coil trunk
533 and formed in the same shape. Accordingly, even

if outer coil arms 534 are horizontally turned 180°
around the center of outer coil bar 531, outer coil bar
531 takes the same shape as if outer coil arms 534 were
not turned. That is, as there is no difference in shape
between the pair of coil arms 534, the assembly process
of assembling outer coil bars 531 to armature coil 520
has a high efficiency.
[0025] Of the pair of outer coil arms 534, one located
at the side of the end frame 900 directly contacts, as
commutator, the metal brush 910 (described later) to
electrically energize the armature coil 530. For this pur-
pose, at least the surfaces of outer coil arms 534 in con-
tact with brush 910 are smooth. The electric rotating ma-
chine of this embodiment does not require any separate
commutator for electrically energizing armature coil
530. As a result, as there is no need to provide any sep-
arate commutator, the number of necessary compo-
nents can be reduced. In addition, as there is no need
to provide any separate commutator within yoke 501,
the structure of the electric rotating machine can be
downsized in the axial direction.
[0026] Moreover, as outer coil arm 534 directly con-
tacts the metal brush 910, the heat generated by the
sliding contact between outer coil arm 534 and metal
brush 910 is transmitted from outer coil arm 534 to outer
coil trunk 533, armature core 520, shaft 510, etc. As ar-
mature coil 530, armature core 520, shaft 510, etc. are
considerably larger in heat capacity compared with con-
ventional separately provided commutators, the sliding
contact portion between outer coil arm 534 and metal
brush 910 can be maintained at a low temperature.
[0027] As illustrated in Fig. 8, each outer coil arm 534
gradually expands in the radial direction towards the dis-
tal end, and the peripheral clearance between mutually
adjacent outer coil arms 534 is almost uniform from the
inner periphery thereof to the outer periphery thereof.
This arrangement substantially enlarges the contact ar-
ea between metal brush 910 and outer coil arm 534. As
a result, the heat of metal brush 910 is easily transmitted
to the coil bars 531, whereby the temperature of metal
brush 910 can be maintained at a substantially low level.
It is to be noted that Fig. 8 is depicted to illustrate the
shape of the outer coil arm 534 for easy understanding,
and the number of the outer coil arms 534 does not
match with the number of the slots 524 illustrated in Fig.
3.
[0028] Furthermore, the clearance groove (space
groove) between mutually adjacent outer coil arms 534
in contact with metal brush 910 is shaped into a rough
spiral developing backwards in the rotating direction to-
wards the outer periphery thereof as illustrated in Fig.
8. By shaping clearance grooves 535 into a rough spiral
in this way, metal brush 910 contacts the outer coil arm
534 serially from the inside thereof where wind velocity
is low, to the outside thereof where wind velocity is high.
As a result, metal brush 910 has a sliding contact with
outer coil arm 534 and can be prevented from jumping
on outer coil arm 534.
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[0029] In addition, owing to clearance groove 535 pro-
vided between mutually adjacent outer coil arms 534,
when armature coil 530 rotates, centrifugal wind pro-
duced by clearance grooves 535 between mutually ad-
jacent outer coil arms 534 flows from the inside to the
outside. The centrifugal wind produced by the rotation
of clearance groove 535 between mutually adjacent out-
er coil arms 534 in contact with metal brush 910 is used
to cool the heat generated by the sliding contact be-
tween metal brush 910 and outer coil arms 534 and blow
off the metal brush wear powder to the outside radially
(described later).
[0030] The pair of outer coil arms 534 have small pro-
jections 534c protruding inwards in the axial direction
on the inner surfaces of outer coil arms 534, with pro-
jections 534c facing each other as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Projection 534c is disposed between outer coil arm 534
and inner coil arm 537 (described later) and fit into a
hole (positioning part) 561 formed in insulating spacer
(insulator) 560, as shown in Fig. 9, that insulates outer
coil arm 534 from inner coil arm 537.
[0031] Inner coil bar 532 composing the inner arma-
ture coil is made of the same highly conductive material
(e.g., copper) as the outer coil bar 531, and extends par-
allel to fixed magnetic pole 550. Inner coil bar 532 in-
cludes inner coil trunk 536 held within slot 524 and a
pair of inner coil arms 537 extending from both the re-
spective ends of inner coil trunk 536 turning inwards
therefrom to be perpendicular to the axial direction of
shaft 510. Both ends of inner coil trunk 536 are inserted
into recessed parts 537a formed at one end of the re-
spective pair of inner coil arms 537 and joined thereto.
[0032] Outer coil arms 534 are insulated from coil
arms 537 by insulating spacer 560. Inner coil arms 537
are insulated from armature core 520 by insulating ring
590 made of resin (e.g., nylon or phenolic resin.)
[0033] Inner coil trunk 536 is a linear bar with rectan-
gular cross section as illustrated in Figs. 4 through 7.
The periphery of inner coil trunk 536 is covered with low-
er insulating film 541 (e.g., nylon or paper). Inner coil
trunk 536 covered with insulating film 541 is firmly held
within the slot 524 together with outer coil trunk 533 cov-
ered with upper insulating film 540 as illustrated in Fig. 7.
[0034] Of the pair of inner coil arms 537, one located
at the side of gear 511 is inclined in the reverse direction
to the inclination direction of outer coil arm 534. The oth-
er inner coil arm 537 located at the, rear side is also
disposed so as to be inclined in the reverse direction to
the inclination direction of outer coil arm 534. The pair
of inner coil arms 537 are inclined to the radial direction
at the same angle to inner coil trunk 536 and formed in
the same shape. Accordingly, as is the case with the
outer coil bar 531, even if inner coil arms 537 are hori-
zontally turned 180° around the center of inner coil bar
532, inner coil bar 532 takes the same shape as if inner
coil arms 537 were not turned. That is, as there is no
difference in shape between the pair of inner coil arms
537, the assembly of inner coil bars 532 to armature coil

520 has a high efficiency.
[0035] At the inner peripheral end parts of each of the
pair of inner coil arms 537 are provided lower inner ex-
tension portions 539 extending in the axial direction. The
outer periphery of lower inner extension portion 539 is
fit in holes 561 formed in the outer peripheral portion of
insulating spacer 560. The outer periphery of lower inner
extension portion 539 is laid on the inner periphery of
upper inner extension portion (protruded portion) 538
formed at the end of outer coil arm 524 and electrically
and mechanically connected thereto by a joining tech-
nique, such as welding. Here, the inner periphery of low-
er inner extension portion (protruded portion) 539 is dis-
tantly disposed from shaft 510 for purpose of insulation.
[0036] At the inner peripheral end parts of each of the
pair of outer coil arms 534 are provided upper inner ex-
tension portions 538 extending in the axial direction. The
inner periphery of upper inner extension portion 538 is
laid on the outer periphery of above-described lower in-
ner extension portion 539 formed at the inner end of in-
ner coil bar 532 and electrically and mechanically con-
nected thereto by a joining technique, such as welding.
The outer periphery of upper inner extension portion 538
contacts, through insulating cap 580, the inside of outer
peripheral annular part 571 of fixing member (collar) 570
press fit on shaft 510 and fixed thereto as shown in Figs.
10 and 11.
[0037] Insulating spacer 560 is a thin plate ring made
of resin (e.g., epoxy resin, phenolic resin, nylon). In the
outer peripheral portion thereof are provided a plurality
of holes 561 in which projections 534c of outer coil arms
534 are fit as illustrated in Fig. 9. On the inner peripheral
portion of insulating spacer 560 are provided recessed
parts 562 in which lower inner extension portion 539
formed on the inside of inner coil arms 537 are fit. Holes
561 and recessed parts 562 of insulating spacer 560 are
used to position and fix armature coil 530. The plurality
of holes 561 in which projections 534c of outer coil arms
534 are fit have been preformed in the outer peripheral
portion of insulating spacer 560. It is also acceptable
that outer coil arms 534 are stamped from the outer pe-
ripheral side thereof to form the projections 534c on out-
er coil arms 534 and simultaneously form holes 561 in
insulating spacer 560 by using projections 534c as
stamps. According to this method, outer coil arms 534
are hardened due to plastic deformation, whereby the
wear thereof that may be caused by sliding contact with
the metal brush 910 can be reduced.
[0038] Fixing member 570 is an iron annular material.
As illustrated in Fig. 10, fixing member 570 comprises
inner peripheral annular part 572 to be press fit on shaft
510, regulating ring 573 extending in the axial direction
for preventing outer coil arms 534 and inner coil arms
537 from unfolding in the axial direction, and outer pe-
ripheral annular part 571 covering upper inner extension
portions 538 of outer coil arms 534 for preventing the
internal diameter of armature coil 530 from enlarging
due to centrifugal force. Here, fixing member 570 has
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disc-like insulating cap 580 made of a resin (e.g., nylon),
as illustrated in Fig. 11, between outer coil arm 534 and
inner coil arm 537 to insulate outer coil arm 534 from
inner coil arm 537.
[0039] Fixing member 570 is disposed in front of the
starter and contacts the rear of front partition wall 800
disposed adjacent to the front of fixing member 570 to
serve also as a thrust pad for regulating the forward dis-
placement of armature 540. On the other hand, fixing
member 570 disposed at the back of the starter contacts
the front of end frame 900 disposed adjacent to the rear
of fixing member 570 to also serve as a thrust pad for
regulating the backward displacement of armature 540.
[0040] Each fixing member 570 fixing the inside end
part of armature 530 serves as a thrust pad for armature
540 as described above. Thus, there is no need to spe-
cially provide any thrust pad for armature 540. As a re-
sult, the number of the parts and components required
for a starter motor can be reduced as well as allowing
for reduction in the number of man-hours needed for as-
sembly.
[0041] As a means for positioning and fixing upper coil
bars 531 and lower coil bars 532 of armature coil 530 to
armature core 520, slots 524 and fixing claws 525 of ar-
mature core 520, holes 561 and recessed parts 562 of
insulating spacer 560, and fixing members 570 which
are press fit on the shaft 510 are utilized.
[0042] Slot 524 of armature core 520 houses outer
coil trunk 533 and inner coil trunk 536. By bending fixing
claws 525 towards the inside diameter as indicated by
the arrows of Fig. 7, outer coil trunk 533 and inner coil
trunk 536 are so firmly fixed in each slot 524 that the
displacement of outer coil trunk 533 and inner coil trunk
536 towards the outer diameter under a centrifugal force
applied thereto can be prevented. Here, it should be not-
ed that as the outer periphery of outer coil trunk 533 is
insulated by two insulating films, i.e., lower insulating
film 541 and upper insulating film 540, sufficient insula-
tion is ensured even when fixing claws 525 are bent to-
wards the inside diameter so as to encroach thereon.
[0043] Recessed parts 562 formed on the inner pe-
riphery of insulating spacer 560 in which lower inner ex-
tension portions 539 of inner coil arms 537 are fit posi-
tion inner coil arms 537. Recessed parts 562 also pre-
vent the displacement of inner coil arms 537 towards
the outside diameter under a centrifugal force applied
to inner coil arms 537.
[0044] Holes 561 made in the outer periphery of insu-
lating spacer 560 in which projections 534a of outer coil
arms 534 are fit position the outer coil arms 534. Holes
561 also prevent the displacement of outer coil arms 534
towards the outside diameter under a centrifugal force
applied to outer coil arms 534.
[0045] Fixing members 570 hold upper inner exten-
sion portion 538 and lower inner extension portion 539
joined to each other to prevent the displacement of the
inside diameter portion of armature coil 530 towards the
outside diameter under a centrifugal force applied there-

to. Furthermore, fixing members 570 regulate the dis-
placement of the axial end part of upper inner extension
portion 538 and lower inner extension portion 539 joined
to each other to prevent the elongation of the axial length
of armature coil 530. In order to prevent the elongation
of the axial length of outer coil arms 534 and inner coil
arms 537 when the electric rotating machine as the
starter motor is in operation, it is necessary to secure a
space within the starter to accommodate such elonga-
tion. In this embodiment, however, as fixing members
570 prevent the elongation of the axial length of outer
coil arms 534 and inner coil arms 537, the starter re-
quires no such spare space, whereby the axial length of
the starter can be shortened.
[0046] The procedure for assembling the armature
will now be described in detail.
[0047] First, armature core 520 stacked with core
plates 521 is press fit around shaft 510. Second, insu-
lating rings 590 are disposed at both sides of armature
core 520. Third, inner coil trunks 536 of inner coil bar
532 are housed within respective slots 524 together with
inner insulating film 541.
[0048] Fourth, insulating spacers 560 are attached to
both sides of inner coil arms 537 of inner coil bars 532,
and lower inner extension portions 539 are disposed
within recessed parts 562, whereby the positioning of
inner coil bars 532 is completed.
[0049] Fifth, outer coil trunks 533 of outer coil bar 531
are housed within respective slots 524 together with up-
per insulating film 540. In this process, projections 534c
of outer coil arms 534 are fit in holes 561 of insulating
spacers 560, whereby the positioning of outer coil bars
531 is completed.
[0050] Sixth, upper inner extension portion 538 of out-
er armature coil trunk 533 and lower inner extension por-
tion 539 of lower armature coil trunk 536 are joined to
each other by a joining technique, such as welding, to
ensure an electrical and a mechanical connection.
[0051] Seventh, each fixing claw 525 of armature coils
520 is bent towards the inner periphery to fix outer coil
trunk 533 and inner coil trunk 536 within each slot 524.
Then, fixing members 570 are press fit on shaft 510 from
both sides to cover the outer periphery of upper inner
extension portions 538 of armature coils 530, whereby
the displacement of outer coil arms 534 in the axial di-
rection towards the outer periphery can be prevented.
[0052] By using the above procedure, the assembly
of the armature is completed.
[0053] In this embodiment, permanent magnets fixed
on yoke 501 with sleeves contacted to the inner periph-
ery thereof are used as fixed magnetic poles 550. It is
also acceptable that a field coil electrically generating a
magnetic force may be used instead of the permanent
magnets as fixed magnetic poles 550.
[0054] At an end part of yoke 501 of electric rotating
machine 500 is fixed end frame 900. On end frame 900,
metal brush holder 920 is provided. On the inside of the
metal brush holder 920 is provided metal brush 910 sl-
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idably movable in the axial direction. Metal brush 910 is
pressed against upper coil arms 534 of armature coils
530 by spring 930 housed within metal brush holder 920.
[0055] Fig. 12 typically illustrates the winding of the
armature coil 530. Illustrated in this Figure is the case
where metal brush 510 is disposed on outer coil arms
534.
[0056] In the electric rotating machine according to
the present invention, outer coil arms 534 of outer ar-
mature coil bars 531 and inner coil arms 537 of inner
armature coil bars 532 are disposed so as to be roughly
parallel to each other on the axial end faces of armature
core 520 only through the insulating rings 590 and the
insulating spacers 560 with metal brush 910 being dis-
posed on outer coil arms 534. In this arrangement, the
overall length of the armature can significantly be short-
ened. Also in this arrangement, as a commutator, which
has conventionally been required separately from arma-
ture coil, can be dispensed with, thus allowing the man-
ufacturing procedure for the armature to be shortened
and simplified.
[0057] Furthermore, as projections 534c of outer coil
arms 534 are fit in holes 561 of insulating spacer 560,
the displacement of outer coil arms 534 towards the out-
er periphery is regulated, and the amount of the protru-
sions of outer coil arms 534 from the end faces of arma-
ture core 520 is small. In addition, as extension portions
538 of outer coil trunks 532 and extension portions 539
of inner coil trunks 533 are strongly pressed against and
fixed to the axial side of armature core 520 by fixing
members 570, the resistance to centrifugal force can be
remarkably increased. Moreover, as extension portions
539 of inner coil arms 537 are fit in recessed parts 562
of insulating spacer 560, the displacement of inner coil
arms 537 in the radial direction towards the outer pe-
riphery can be prevented. As a result, the armature of
this embodiment can withstand more than two times as
high a rotation speed as can conventional structures.
[0058] Furthermore, the heat generated at outer coil
arms 534 with which metal brush 910 contacts is also
transmitted relatively easily to armature core 520
through insulating spacers 560, inner coil arms 537 and
insulating rings 590, and then discharged. In this ar-
rangement, the rise in the temperature of metal brush
910 and this contact face thereof can also be reduced.
This rise in the temperature can further be reduced by
using high heat-conduction ceramic or the alternative for
insulating spacers 560 and insulating caps 580.
[0059] In addition to the above, according to the
present invention as illustrated in Fig. 8, outer coil arms
534 are arranged spirally and between mutually adja-
cent outer coil arms 534 are formed clearance grooves
535, roughly corresponding to the thickness of the coil
arms, which ranges from about 1.5 mm to about 3.5 mm.
Clearance grooves 535 at the side of outer coil arms
534 with which metal brush 910 contacts are shaped
protruding against the rotational direction of armature
core 520, whereby clearance grooves 535 function as

centrifugal fans by the rotation of the armature. That is,
airflow is generated from the inner periphery of outer coil
arms 534 to the outer periphery thereof. This airflow has
a velocity of approximately 4 m/s at or around the outer
periphery of outer coil arms 534 when the armature ro-
tates at 8,000 rpm, exerting a cooling effect on outer coil
arms 534 and metal brush 910.
[0060] Furthermore, by lap winding armature coil 530,
clearance grooves 535 at the side not contacting the
metal brush 910, i.e. on the side of reduction gear 511,
are also shaped so as to protrude against the rotational
direction of armature core 520. As a result, clearance
grooves 535 can also function as centrifugal fans,
whereby outer coil arms 534 at this side can also be
cooled in the same way.
[0061] Moreover, by making a through hole in a part
of yoke 501 of motor 500, electrical current leaks be-
tween the coils, due to powder worn off metal brush 910
caused when motor 500 is downsized, can be prevented
by the above-described function as centrifugal fans.
That is, the powder is completely discharged to the out-
side from the through hole of yoke 501.
[0062] As clearance grooves 535 are inevitably
formed by inserting the armature coils 530 into slots 524
of armature core 520, there is no need to form clearance
grooves 535 by machining or any other means, whereby
the manufacturing cost can be remarkably reduced. In
addition, as the thickness of clearance groove 535 can
be set to the thickness of outer coil arm 534, clearance
grooves 535 can be used sufficiently longer, even if the
sliding surface of metal brush 910 is worn.
[0063] Furthermore, by using a metal for metal brush
holder 920, the heat generated on metal brush 910 can
be dissipated through metal brush holder 920.
[0064] Figs. 13 through 17 illustrate other embodi-
ments of the method for producing the armature coil,
particularly the method for producing coil trunks 533 and
536 and coil arms 534 and 537 separately.
[0065] In Figs. 13 and 14, outer coil arms 534 and in-
ner coil arms 537 are joihed to both ends of outer coil
trunk 533 and inner coil trunk 536, respectively. Partic-
ularly in the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 14, in one end
part of outer coil arm 534 and inner coil arm 537 are
provided through holes 534d and 537d, respectively. In
through holes 534d and 537d are fit small diameter por-
tions 533a and 536a, respectively, of both ends of outer
coil trunk 533 and inner coil trunk 536 and joined thereto
respectively. It is also acceptable that small diameter
portions 533a and 536a are shaped like square pillars.
By fitting small diameter portions 534a and 537a in
through holes 534d and 537d, the joining accuracy and
the mechanical strength can be improved, and conse-
quently the reliability can be improved.
[0066] In the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 15, one
end part of outer coil trunk 533 and inner coil trunk 536
are formed in one piece through connecting parts 533b
and 536b, and to the other end part of outer coil trunk
533 and inner coil trunk 536 are joined one end part of
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outer coil arm 534 and inner coil arm 537, respectively.
[0067] In the above arrangement, as outer coil trunk
533 and inner coil trunk 536 can be produced separately
from outer coil arm 534 and inner coil arm 537, the yield
of the material of each component can be improved and
mass production can be improved. Moreover, in produc-
ing the armature, it is also acceptable that linear coil
trunks 533 and 536 are inserted into slots 524 of arma-
ture core 520 in advance and then one end part of outer
coil arm 534 and inner coil arm 537 are joined to linear
coil trunks 533 and 534. In this case, an armature core
of semi-closed slot type or closed slot type can be used,
whereby there is no need to provide fixed claws 525 to
close the openings of slots 524 after coil trunks 533 and
536 have been inserted.
[0068] Next, description is provided of embodiments
in which outer coil trunk 533 and inner coil trunk 536 are
produced integrally with outer coil arm 534 and inner coil
arm 537, respectively, with reference to Figs. 16 and 17.
Both embodiments adopt a production method by
means of press machining which is advantageous in
terms of production cost.
[0069] In the embodiment illustrated in Figs. 16A
through 16C, first, bar-like shaped outer coil trunk 533
and inner coil trunk 536, trapezoidal-shaped outer coil
arm 534 and inner coil arm 537, and upper inner exten-
sion portion 538 and lower inner extension portion 539
are integrally stamped out of a plate material as illus-
trated in Fig. 16A. Here, the thickness is uniform
throughout the stamped portions. Second, as illustrated
in Fig. 16B, outer coil arm 534 and inner coil arm 537
are bent to the specified angle at the boundary portions
between outer and inner coil trunks 533 and 536 and
trapezoidal outer and inner coil arms 534 and 537, re-
spectively. In this case, two cuts 533c and 536c are pro-
vided with the distance thereof approximating the width
of coil trunks 533 and 536. Third, as illustrated in Fig.
16C, coil arms 534 and 537 are bent at roughly right
angles to coil trunks 533 and 536, and then upper inner
extension portion 538 and lower inner extension portion
539 are bent so as to be parallel to the coil trunks 533
and 536. In this arrangement, shoulders 534e and 537e
of coil arms 534 and 537 respectively are roughly at the
same level as top surfaces 533d and 536b of coil trunks
533 and 536, respectively. Accordingly, coil arms 534
and 537 up to the vicinity of top surfaces 533d and 536d
of the coil trunks can be used as the contact face for
metal brush 910, whereby the commutator area can
widely and effectively be obtained, and the current den-
sity of the commutator surface can be reduced.
[0070] In the embodiment illustrated in Figs. 17A
through 17D, first, wire material 100 made of a good
conductor, such as copper, is cut to the specified length
as shown in Fig. 17A. Second, as illustrated in Fig. 17B,
the portions corresponding to coil arms 534 and 537 are
bent to the specified angles in the longitudinal direction.
Third, as illustrated in Fig. 17C, coil arms 534 and 537
are shaped into a wide trapezoid and upper inner exten-

sion portion 538 and lower inner extension portion 539
are shaped into narrow protrusions, respectively. Coil
arms 534 and 537 are pressed to spread the side por-
tions in the width direction to be wider near coil trunks
533 and 536 and narrower near the extension portions.
Extension portions 538 and 539 are drawn in the longi-
tudinal direction to be narrow. Last, as illustrated in Fig.
17D, coil arms 534 and 537 are bent at right angles to
coil trunks 533 and 536 respectively, and extension por-
tions 538 and 539 are also bent at right angles to coil
arms 534 and 537 respectively. This completes the
whole procedure. Here, as coil arms 534 and 537 are
formed to be thinner towards coil trunks 533 and 536,
the stress caused by bending does not reach there,
whereby the commutator face can be as widely and ef-
fectively obtained as the embodiment illustrated in Fig.
16. In addition, as coil arms 534 and 537 are formed by
press machining to be wide, coil arms 534 and 537 are
hard enough to be used as they are as contact faces for
metal brush 910. Further, there is no need to widen the
portions of outer coil arms 534 and inner coil arms 537
that do not contact metal brush 910 as illustrated in Fig.
17D. Also, it is advisable that outer coil trunk 533 and
outer coil arm 534 be made of a good conductor with
Vickers hardness of 55 or more. The Vickers hardness
of copper that is normally 50 can be raised to be 55 or
more by press machining.
[0071] Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 18, by using
the shear droop side (i.e., side with no flash) made by
press machining as the face of outer coil arm 534 to be
contacted by metal brush 910, the edge portions of outer
coil arm 534 are rounded, whereby the slidability of met-
al brush 910 is improved.
[0072] Figs. 19 through 21 illustrate other embodi-
ments of the connection between outer coil arm 534 and
inner coil arm 537.
[0073] In Fig. 19, upper inner extension portion 538 is
not formed at one end of outer coil arm 534, and lower
inner extension portion 539 of inner coil arm 537 is ex-
tended at most to the surface of outer coil arm 534. Ac-
cordingly, upper inner extension portion 538 of outer coil
arm 534 can be eliminated, whereby the processing cost
of outer coil bar 531 can be reduced.
[0074] As illustrated in Fig. 20, it is also acceptable
that lower inner extension portion 539 of inner coil arm
537 be shorter than that of the type illustrated in Fig. 19
and connected to a part of the end face of upper coil arm
534. As an effect of this arrangement, lower inner ex-
tension portion 539 can easily be joined to outer coil arm
534.
[0075] As illustrated in Fig. 21, it is also acceptable
that short inner extension portions 538 and 539 extend
from outer coil arm 534 and inner coil arm 537, respec-
tively, and join to each other. In this arrangement, as the
extension portions 538 and 539 can be short, the
processing thereof can be easy.
[0076] By using a liquid resin or a thin adhesive sheet
for insulating spacer 560 and insulating ring 590, the
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small clearances between outer coil arm 534 and inner
coil arm 537 and between inner coil arm 537 and arma-
ture core 520 can be eliminated. As a result, the heat
conductivity can further be improved, and the micromo-
tion of the coil arms 534 and 537 can be prevented.
[0077] Furthermore, by applying an insulating coating
to upper and inner coil trunks 533 and 536 and coil arms
534 and 537, upper and lower insulating films 540 and
541 can be eliminated.
[0078] A further development is depicted in Fig. 22. In
the further development, open slots are adopted as slots
524 of armature core 520. After armature coils 530 are
fit in slots 524, thin non-magnetic cylinder 600 is mount-
ed on the outer periphery of armature core 520 to pre-
vent the projection of armature coils 530 in the radial
direction. In this arrangement, the outer periphery of ar-
mature core 520 is so smooth that the windage loss dur-
ing the rotation of the armature can be reduced and the
wind noise can be reduced, resulting in a low-noise op-
eration. Accordingly, this further development is suitable
for use as a high speed electric rotating machine.
[0079] A further development is depicted in Fig. 23. In
the further development, both axial end sides of the up-
per coil trunk 533, i.e., the outer peripheral portions ax-
ially apart from armature core 520, are blocked by thin
non-magnetic cylinders 610. In this arrangement, fixing
members 570 as used in the first embodiment are un-
necessary. Accordingly, a larger area towards the inner
periphery can be used as the sliding surface for metal
brush 910, and metal brush 910 can have a larger cross
sectional area. As a result, the electric rotating machine
can have a higher output and a longer service life.
[0080] A further development is shown in Fig. 24. In
the fourth embodiment, all the components including ar-
mature core 520 and outer coil trunk 533 are integrally
molded with molded resin 602.
[0081] In a further development illustrated in Fig. 25,
upper coil trunk 533 extends in the axial direction by the
thickness of metal brush 910 to slidably hold metal brush
910 on the outer periphery of the end part of outer coil
trunk 533. A leaf spring is used as metal brush spring
930. In expending outer coil trunk 533 in the axial direc-
tion, insulating spacer 560 having a large thickness is
used.
[0082] In addition, by forming spaces 551 between
fixed magnets 550 and disposing metal brush 910 in
spaces 551, the space for housing metal brush 910 can
be secured, and at the same time, the overall axial
length of the electric rotating machine can further be
shortened.
[0083] In a further development illustrated in Fig. 26,
metal brush 910 at one side is disposed on the outer
periphery of the end part of outer coil trunks 533 as in
the further development shown in Fig. 25, and metal
brush 910 at the other side is disposed so as to slide on
the inner periphery of lower inner extension portion 539
of inner coil arm 537. Metal brushes 910 at both sides
are forced against coil trunk 533 and extension portion

539, respectively, by the spring forces of the leaf springs
930. In this arrangement, the inner peripheral space of
lower inner extension portion 539 of inner coil arm 537
is utilized for housing metal brush 910 on the other side,
whereby the overall axial length of the electric rotating
machine can further be shortened.
[0084] In the further development shown in fig. 26, it
is also acceptable that outer coil arm 534 be provided
with an extension portion protruding towards inner coil
arm 537 instead of lower extension portion 539 of inner
coil arm 537, with metal brush 910 sliding on the exten-
sion portion from outer coil arm 534 rather than on lower
extension portion 539.
[0085] It is to be noted that, in the embodiment and
the above further development, the description of outer
coil arm 534 and inner coil arm 537 being roughly par-
allel to the end face of armature core 520 means that
the angle formed between the outer and inner coil arms
534 and 537 and the end face of armature core 520 is
45 degrees at most.
[0086] In addition, in the embodiment and the above
further developments of the electric rotating machine,
two coil trunks are housed within the slot 524. It is also
acceptable that any even number of coils, such as four
coils, are used.
[0087] Fig. 27 shows the axial cross-sectional view of
the electric rotary machine according to a further devel-
opment Fig. 28A and 28B are enlarged cross sections
in the axial direction of the commutator portion.
[0088] In the approximate center of rotary shaft 10,
the armature core 11 formed by layering multiple disc-
shaped steel plates 15 is fit. Multiple slots 13 extending
axially are formed on the circumference of the armature
core 11, and armature coils 20e and 21e, also called
conductors, are fit in the upper and lower layers. Numer-
al 20e is a trunk of the outer or upper conductor 20, and
21e is a trunk of the inner or lower conductor 21.
[0089] The commutator portion 40, which is made up
by the outer conductor 20, is formed on the axial rear
(right) end of armature core 11. On the front (left) end,
the non-commutator portion 90, described later, is
formed, thus configuring the armature (rotor) of the elec-
tric rotating machine. Both axial ends of rotary shaft 10
are supported by bearing 61 installed on end frame 60
of the electric rotating machine and bearing 62 installed
on the members not shown in the drawing. End frame
60 blocks the opening of the yoke 70 made of cylindrical
steel plates. In the inner circumference of the yoke 70,
four magnetic cores 51 onto which field coils 50 are
wound are fixed near the periphery of the armature core
11. Each of these coils is fixed so that they are separated
90 in the circumferential direction. The yokes 70, field
coils 50 and magnetic cores 51 constitute a stator.
Gears 12 are installed on rotary shaft 10. These gears
are engaged with the gears of a reduction gear mecha-
nism (such as the epicycle reduction gear mechanism)
not shown in the figure. The rotation of rotary shaft 10
is conveyed to the gears not shown in the figure.
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[0090] Brush holder 80 is fixed onto end frame 60, and
brush 81 is held inside so that it can freely slide in the
axial direction. Brush 81 is pressed against first arma-
ture coil holding portion or outer arm 20b of commutator
portion 40, described later, by spring 82 in brush holder
80.
[0091] Commutator portion 40, non-commutator por-
tion 90, armature coil 20e and armature coil 21e are ex-
plained in detail hereinunder.
[0092] Third armature coil holding portion or inner arm
21b is arranged on the right side end of armature core
11 with insulation material 21a. First armature coil hold-
ing portion 20b is arranged on the surface with insulation
material 20a. Fourth armature coil holding portion or in-
ner arm 21d is arranged on the right side end of arma-
ture core 11 with insulation material 21c. Second arma-
ture coil holding portion or outer arm 20d is arranged on
the surface with insulation material 20c. Insulation ma-
terial 21a, third armature coil holding portion 21b, insu-
lation material 20a and first armature coil holding portion
20b constitute commutator portion (brush side) 40. In-
sulation material 21c, fourth armature coil holding por-
tion 21d, insulation material 20c and second armature
coil holding portion 20d constitute non-commutator por-
tion (opposing brush side) 90.
[0093] Conductor 20e, first armature coil holding por-
tion 20b and second armature coil holding portion 20d
are made of copper, etc., and are integrally formed with
cold casting, etc., to create outer conductor 20. Further-
more, conductor 21e, third armature coil holding portion
21b, and fourth armature coil holding portion 21d are
made of copper, etc., and are integrally formed with cold
casting, etc., to create inner conductor 21.
[0094] The arrangement of armature coil holding por-
tions 20b and 21b on the commutator side is shown in
Figs. 28a and 28B.
[0095] Insulation materials 20a and 21a are sand-
wiched between armature coil holding portions 20b and
21b and between armature coil holding portion 21b and
armature core 11. Insulation materials 20a and 21a have
holding plate separator wall portions 20r, 20s and 21r
that protrude to commutator plate (armature coil holding
portion) 20b that neighbors circumferentially, the curvy
long-slot clearance or groove 20f between two holding
portions 20b, and to the holding plate (armature coil
holding portion) 21b, and the curvy long-slot clearance
21f. The protrusion amount of the holding plate separa-
tor wall portion 20r is less than the shaft-wise direction
thickness of the armature coil holding portion 20b. When
the space or groove 20f is seen from the armature radial
direction (refer to Fig. 28A), space 20t is formed at the
end of the holding plate separator wall portion 20r, and
that the space 20t is an undercut of the commutator.
[0096] Armature coil holding portions 20d and 21d
and insulation materials 20c and 21c on the non-com-
mutator side have the same type of form and arrange-
ment as the armature coil holding portion 20b and 21b
and insulation materials 20a and 21a on the commutator

side. The space on the non-commutator portion that cor-
responds to space 20t acts as the fan that generates the
centrifugal wind during rotation of the armature.
[0097] Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 27 and 30, pro-
trusions 20g, 21g, 20h and 21h that protrude in the di-
rection opposite from armature core 11 are set on the
inside diameter ends of the armature coil holding por-
tions 20b, 21b, 20d and 21d. In other words, protrusion
20g protrudes in the axial direction from holding portion
20b, protrusion 21g from holding portion 21b, protrusion
20h from holding portion 20d, and protrusion 21h from
holding portion 21d. The collar 30 fixed on the rotary
shaft 10 directly contacts the circumference of protru-
sion portion 20g via insulation material 32. In the same
manner, collar 31 fixed on rotary shaft 10 directly con-
tacts the outer circumference of protrusion portion 20h
via the insulation material 33.
[0098] Next, a method of assembling the armature
coil in this further development is explained.
[0099] Insulation film or insulation material sheet is
sprayed, baked, wound, or stuck with adhesive onto the
surface of conductor 20e beforehand. Insulation film or
insulation material sheet is also applied on the surface
of conductor 21e in the same method as for conductor
20e.
[0100] First conductor 21e and then conductor 20e
are inserted into slot 13 of armature core 11. At this time,
armature core's right side plain washer type insulation
material 20a, armature coil holding portion 20b, insula-
tion material 21a and armature coil holding portion 21e
are arranged as explained above. When both conduc-
tors 20e and 21e have been inserted into all slots 13,
both protrusion portions 20g and 21g are connected by
welding, etc., and then both protrusion portions 20h and
21h are connected by welding, etc.
[0101] After connecting, pressure to press-in and
compress the outer armature coil holding portions 20b
and 20d towards the axial direction of each armature is
applied. The insulation materials 20a, 20c, 21a and 21c
are deformed. The protruding portions, the holding plate
separator wall portions 20r, 20s and 21 shown in Fig.
28, are formed into the narrow clearances created when
the insulation materials 20a, 20c, 21a and 21c neighbor
circumferentially toward the commutator side and non-
commutator side. If the insulation materials 21a and 21c
are formed to protrude into slot 13 of part of the armature
core 11 at this time, the conductor and core insulation
will be further rigid.
[0102] Thus, electrical insulation resin material that
deforms under adequate compression pressure is most
suitable for the insulation materials 21a and 21c.
[0103] At the same time, collars 30 and 31 and insu-
lation materials 32 and 33 are fit from the left and right
onto the rotary shaft 10 shown in Fig. 27. Collar 30 and
protrusions 20g and 21g are assembled to directly con-
tact via insulation material 32, and collar 31 and protru-
sions 20h and 21h are assembled to directly contact via
insulation material 33. Collars 30 and 31 deform in plas-
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ticity due to this fitting force, and resin 30d protrudes to
the ring groove 10a to restrict displacement of collars
30 and 31.
[0104] If collars 31 and 32 are pressed and com-
pressed toward the armature core axial side after as-
sembly, holding portions 20b, 21b, 20d and 21d of both
conductors 20 and 21 will be rigidly pressed against the
core 11, and insulation materials 20a, 21a, 20c and 21c
will also be rigidly fixed. With the pressing and com-
pressing of the collars 30 and 31, the protrusion 30d and
31d corresponding to the ring grooves 10a and 10b on
the circumference of rotary axis will be rigidly fixed to
the inside diameter of collars 31 and 33, and the fixing
of the raised and formed collars 30 and 31 to the rotary
shaft 10 will also be rigid. If the end of the inner cylinder
of collars 30 and 31 are directly contacted against core
11, the core 11 can be fixed onto the rotary shaft via
collars 30 and 31.
[0105] The circumference of the axial protrusions 20g
and 20h of the outer conductor 20 fits with each collar
30 and 31 as explained above when collars 30 and 31
have been assembled so the rising of the conductors 20
and 21 in the radial direction due to centrifugal force dur-
ing rotation of the armature can be prevented.
[0106] An electrical connection diagram for an em-
bodiment of the armature coils (conductors) 20e and
21e and the armature coil holding portions 20b, 21b, 20d
and 21d in this invention is shown in Fig. 29.
[0107] As is clear with the above explanation, with this
embodiment, it is assumed that the coil ends of the ar-
mature coil are converted into the third armature coil
holding portion 21b of the inner conductor 21, so the ax-
ial length of the armature can be reduced, and the motor
size and weight can be reduced. Furthermore, as the
centrifugal force is applied in the parallel direction onto
the contact boundary surface of the resin insulation ma-
terials 21a and 20a, third armature coil holding portion
21b and first armature coil holding portion 20b, the anti-
centrifugal force properties of the commutator portion
40 can be improved. Furthermore, an increase in the
sliding surface area with the brush 81 has been realized.
The resistance heat and frictional heat generated at the
first armature coil holding portion 20d are favorably
cooled by the centrifugal wind flow thus generated. The
heat is also absorbed by the large heat capacity arma-
ture core 11 with solid heat transfer, allowing this struc-
ture to be applied to motors for fully-closed starter/mo-
tors. The effect is especially remarkable for reducing the
size and increasing the rotation speed with the incorpo-
ration of the reduction gear mechanism.
[0108] In addition, according to this further develop-
ment, all parts excluding the rotary shaft 10 can be pro-
duced with high productivity pressing and cold casting.
The only machining required for the entire armature is
pressing and welding. This is an area that convention-
ally required a large amount of machining time. Cutting
required conventionally for forming the undercut be-
tween the commutator parts has been eliminated in this

embodiment, as the undercut portion is formed when the
armature coil 20 is assembled to armature core 11.
Bothersome conventional commutator mold formation
is substituted for in this embodiment as the armature coil
holding portions 20b and 20d are pressed in toward the
armature core 11, and the insulation materials 20a and
20c arranged in the inner side of holding portions 20b
and 20d are partially raised into the narrow clearances
20f between the armature coil holding portions 20b that
neighbor circumferentially, and into the narrow clear-
ances between armature coil holding portions 20d that
neighbor circumferentially.
[0109] With the conventional armature, the armature
coil had to be fit into the armature core slots, requiring
processes such as impregnating the slots with resin.
However, with this embodiment, the armature coil can
be rigidly fit to the armature core with a very simple proc-
ess by fitting the protrusion portions 20g, 21g, 20h and
21h on the armature coils 20 and 21 with the collars 30
and 31. Thus, the conventional resin impregnation can
be omitted.
[0110] The insulation materials 20a, 21a, 20c and 21c
are formed with an insulation matter having an adequate
plasticity such as paper or resin sheets, etc. Insulation
matter such as solid epoxy resin is used for the insula-
tion materials 20a, 21a, 20c and 21c. After assembling
the conductor and forming the protrusion portions 20r,
20s and 21r, etc., the material can be hardened by heat-
ing, etc. Furthermore, after the conductor is assembled,
the expansion portions 20r, 20s and 21r of the insulation
materials 20a, 21a, 20c and 21c are formed by pressing
in the armature coil holding portions 20b, 21b, 20d and
21d in the above embodiment. However, the expansion
portions 20r, 20s and 21r can be each formed for insu-
lation materials 20a, 21a, 20c and 21c beforehand. In
this case, resin material with an outstanding insulation
property and strength such as phenol resin can be used
for the insulation materials 20a, 21a, 20c and 21c.
[0111] In a further development, the other connection
structure of the protrusion portions 20g and 21g of the
first armature coil holding portion 20b and third armature
coil holding portion 21b is modified from the seventh em-
bodiment.
[0112] Figs. 31A through 31C show the state before
the protrusion portions 20g and 21g of the first armature
coil holding portion 20b and third armature coil holding
portion 21b are connected.
[0113] The circumferentially widened portion 20k is
formed on the axial end of protrusion portion 20g. The
circumferentially widened portion 21k is also formed on
the axial end of protrusion portion 21g.
[0114] In this further development, armature coil 20e
integrated with the first armature coil holding portion 20b
of slot 13 on the armature core 11 is inserted into the
outside diameter portion of the first armature coil holding
portion 20b and positioned circumferentially. At the in-
side diameter portion, the circumferentially widened
portions 20k of the axial end of protrusion portion 20g
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integrated with armature coil holding portion 20b are po-
sitioned circumferentially so that they are mutually
neighboring and contacting circumferentially. As a re-
sult, each first armature coil holding portion 20b is ar-
ranged uniformly in the circumferential direction.
[0115] Furthermore, the armature coil 21e integrated
with the third armature coil holding portion 21b of slot
13 on the armature core 11 is inserted into the outside
diameter portion of the third armature coil holding por-
tion 21b and positioned circumferentially. At the inside
diameter portion, the circumferentially widened portions
21k of the axial end of protrusion portion 21g integrated
with armature coil holding portion 21b are positioned cir-
cumferentially so that they are mutually neighboring and
contacting circumferentially. As a result, each third ar-
mature coil holding portion 21b is arranged uniformly in
the circumferential direction.
[0116] The widths of the protrusion portion 20g axial
end circumferentially widened portion 20k and the pro-
trusion portion 21g axial end circumferentially widened
portion 21k is arranged so that the circumferential width
center is approximately aligned.
[0117] The arrangement state before the protrusion
portions 20h and 21h in the second armature coil hold-
ing portion 20d and fourth armature coil holding portion
21d is the same as that explained above.
[0118] Fig. 32 shows the state with the protrusions
20g and 21g of the first armature coil holding portion 20b
and third armature coil holding portion 21b welded.
[0119] When the circumferentially widened portions
20k and 21k that are the axial ends of protrusion portions
20g and 21g are melted with TIG welding, etc., the melt-
ed end changes into a near-spherical shape due to its
own surface tension. The radial dimensions increase
and the width dimensions in the circumferential direction
decrease. In other words, the shape changes from the
original circumferentially widened portions 20k and 21k
in which the circumferential direction was wider than the
radial direction into a spherical shape. The shape hard-
ens to create the spherical contact portion L.
[0120] Thus, since the circumferentially widened por-
tions 20k and 21k of the protrusion 20g and 21g have
been shaped into the spherical contact portion L, the cir-
cumferential width of the circumferentially widened por-
tions 20k and 21k have decreased. Thus, the circumfer-
ential clearance x is accurately created between each
protrusion portion 20g and 21g that neighbor circumfer-
entially.
[0121] In other words, while the first armature coil
holding portion 20b and third armature coil holding por-
tion 21b contact, a clearance is accurately created cir-
cumferentially between the neighboring first armature
coil holding, portions 21b and neighboring third arma-
ture coil holding portions 21b.
[0122] On the end of the armature core 11 that is op-
posite from that above, a spherical contact portion is
formed with welding for melting the circumference wind-
ing portion of protrusions 20h and 21h as with the third

armature coil holding portion, and thus the same effect
can be achieved.
[0123] The narrow clearances 20f formed between
the first armature coil holding portions 20b that neighbor
circumferentially due to the above connections become
the undercut for the commutator.
[0124] In this further development, the protrusion por-
tions 20g and 21g gradually widen circumferentially to-
ward the axial opposing armature core as shown in Fig.
31C. Only each end on the axial opposing armature core
contact each other. In other words, the circumference
widened portions 20k and 21k are formed almost only
at the end of the protrusion portions 20g and 21g. Thus,
when this portion is heated and melted, the protrusion
portions 20g and 21g including each circumferentially
widened portion 20k and 21k each become independent
spherical contact portions, and the protrusion portions
20g and 21g that neighbor circumferentially are not in-
tegrally welded. Every other protrusion portion 20g and
21g in the circumferential direction can be welded at
once, and then the remaining protrusion portions 20g
and 21g can be welded at once.
[0125] Next, the collars 30 and 31 will be explained
with reference to Fig. 33.
[0126] The collar 30 fixed onto the rotary shaft 10 di-
rectly contacts the spherical contact portion L of the pro-
trusion portion 20g via insulation material 32. In the
same manner, the collar 31 fixed to the rotary shaft 10
directly contacts the outer circumference of the protru-
sion portion 20h via the insulation material 33.
[0127] Collar 30 is a commutator fixing material made
of soft metal such as aluminum. As shown in Fig. 33,
the collar 30 is configured of the inner cylinder portion
30a fit onto the rotary shaft 10, the ring plate portion 30b
that extends toward the outer radial direction from the
base end portion of the inner cylinder portion 30a, and
the outer cylinder portion 30c that extends from the ring
plate portion 30b outside diameter end to the armature
core 11. The expansion portion 30d that fits into the ring
groove 10a on the rotary shaft 10 is formed on the inside
diameter end of the ring plate portion 30b. Collar 31 has
the same structure as collar 30.
[0128] In this further development, outer conductor 20
and inner conductor 21 are engaged with the collar fit
on the spherical contact portion, by that improving the
anti-centrifugal force properties of the outer conductor
20 and inner conductor 21.
[0129] In addition, with conventional armatures, cop-
per wires had to be wound into a designated shape, the
coil ends had to be twisted, and the coil had to be con-
nected to a designated position in the commutator while
curving the coil. Instead of this complicated commutator
coil that required accuracy, a simple work process in
which the outer conductor 20 and inner conductor 21
have been integrally formed, and these are inserted into
slots from the outside diameter side of the armature core
11 has been incorporated. In this insertion process, the
armature coils 20e and 21e are automatically positioned
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circumferentially at the outside diameter portion of the
conductors 20 and 21. At the inside diameter portion of
the conductors 20 and 21, when the protrusion portions
20g, 20h, 21g and 21h are assembled to the neighboring
phases, they are automatically positioned circumferen-
tially when directly contacted. The direct contact of each
circumferentially widened portion 20k and 21k of these
protrusions 20g, 20h, 21g and 21h allows the circumfer-
ential width to be reduced and the circumferential clear-
ance to be automatically formed when welded.
[0130] The conductors 20 and 21 are fixed in the di-
ameter and axial directions by collars 30 and 31, so the
armature coil does not need to be fixed to the armature
core as with the conventional armature. Thus, the arma-
ture coil fixing process in which resin is impregnated into
slots 13 is not longer required. However, this process
can be added.
[0131] In addition to TIG welding, arc welding or laser
beam welding can be used. The spherical contact por-
tion L or protrusion portions 20g, 21g, 20h and 21h can
be deformed with an external force before or after weld-
ing each armature coil holding portions 20b, 21b, 20d
and 21d.

Claims

1. An electric rotating machine comprising:

an armature core (520, 11) including slots (524,
13);
a shaft (510, 10) rotatably supporting said ar-
mature core (520, 11);
outer coil trunks (533, 20e) and inner coil trunks
(536, 21e) housed within said slots (524, 13) of
said armature core (520, 11);
inner coil arms (537, 21b) electrically connect-
ed at one end part thereof to one end part of
said inner coil trunks (536, 21e) and disposed
substantially perpendicularly to said shaft (510,
10), said inner coil arms (537, 21b) extending
towards said shaft (510, 10);
outer coil arms (534, 13) electrically connected
at one end part thereof to one end part of said
outer coil trunks (533, 20e) and disposed sub-
stantially perpendicularly to said shaft (510,
10), said outer coil arms (534, 13) extending to-
wards said shaft (510, 10) and connected at a
second end part thereof to a second end part
of said inner coil arms (537, 21b);

characterized in that
an insulator (560, 590, 20a, 21a) is disposed

between said outer coil arms (534, 13) and said in-
ner coil arms (537, 21b) and is provided with posi-
tioning parts (561, 562) for regulating circumferen-
tial and radial relative displacement between said
outer coil arms and said inner coil arms,

said inner coil arms (537, 21b) have axial pro-
trusion parts (539, 21g) extending along said shaft
(510, 10) at radially inner end parts thereof to elec-
trically connect said inner coil arms (537) to radially
inner end parts (538) of said outer coil arms (534),
respectively, and radially inner end parts of said in-
sulator (560, 20a) are inserted between said axial
protrusion parts (539, 21g) circumferentially adja-
cent to each other and have axially inner recessed
parts (562) recessed for positioning said axial pro-
trusion parts.

2. An electric rotating machine according to claim 1,
wherein said positioning parts (561) comprise holes
(561) provided on said insulator and protrusion por-
tions (534c) provided on said outer coil arms for en-
gagement with said holes.

3. An electric rotating machine according to claim 2,
wherein said positioning parts (561) are holes (561)
arranged in a circumferential direction for receiving
therein said protrusion portions (534c) of said outer
coil arms (534, 13).

Patentansprüche

1. Elektrische Rotationsmaschine mit:

einem Ankerkern (520, 11), welcher Schlitze
(524, 13) enthält;
einer Welle (510, 10), welche den Ankerkern
(520, 11) drehbar hält;
äußeren Wicklungsstämmen (533, 20e) und in-
neren Wicklungsstämmen (536, 21e), welche
innerhalb der Schlitze (524, 13) des Anker-
kerns (520, 11) aufgenommen sind;
inneren Wicklungszweigen (537, 21b), welche
an einem Endteil davon mit einem Endteil der
inneren Wicklungsstämme (536, 21e) elek-
trisch verbunden sind und im Wesentlichen
senkrecht zu der Welle (510, 10) angeordnet
sind, wobei sich die inneren Wicklungszweige
(537, 21b) auf die Welle (510, 10) zu erstrek-
ken;
äußeren Wicklungszweigen (534, 13), welche
an einem Endteil davon mit einem Endteil der
äußeren Wicklungsstämme (533, 20e) elek-
trisch verbunden sind und im Wesentlichen
senkrecht zu der Welle (510, 10) angeordnet
sind, wobei die äußeren Wicklungszweige sich
auf die Welle (510, 10) zu erstrekken und an
dem zweiten Endteil davon mit einem zweiten
Endteil der inneren Wicklungszweige (537,
21b) verbunden sind;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein Isolator (560, 590, 20a, 21a) zwischen den
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äußeren Wicklungszweigen (534, 13) und den in-
neren Wicklungszweigen (537, 21b) angeordnet ist
und mit Positionierungsteilen (561, 562) zur Regu-
lierung der relativen Verschiebung zwischen den
äußeren Wicklungsarmen und den inneren Wick-
lungsarmen in Umfangsund Radialrichtung verse-
hen ist,

die inneren Wicklungszweige (537, 21b) axia-
le Vorstehungsteile (539, 21g) aufweisen, die sich
entlang der Welle (510, 10) an radial inneren End-
teilen davon erstrecken, um die inneren Wicklungs-
zweige (537) mit radial inneren Endteilen (538) der
äußeren Wicklungszweige (534) jeweils elektrisch
zu verbinden, und radial innere Endteile des Isola-
tors (560, 20a) zwischen die axialen Vorstehungs-
teile (539, 21g), die in Umfangsrichtung zueinander
benachbart sind, eingeführt sind und axiale innere
Ausschnitte (562) aufweisen, die zur Positionierung
der axialen Vorstehungsteile ausgeschnitten sind.

2. Elektrische Rotationsmaschine nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Positionierungsteile (561) Löcher (561),
die auf dem Isolator vorgesehen sind, und Vorste-
hungsabschnitte (534c), die auf den äußeren Wick-
lungsarmen zum Eingriff in die Löcher vorgesehen
sind, aufweisen.

3. Elektrische Rotationsmaschine nach Anspruch 2,
wobei die Positionierungsteile (561) Löcher (561)
sind, die in einer Umfangsrichtung zur Aufnahme
der Vorstehungsabschnitte (534c) der äußeren
Wicklungszweige (534, 13) darin angeordnet sind.

Revendications

1. Machine électrique tournante comprenant :

un noyau d'induit (520, 11) comprenant des fen-
tes (524, 13)
un arbre (510, 10) portant ledit noyau d'induit
(520, 11) avec possibilité de rotation
des corps de bobinage extérieurs (533, 20e) et
des corps de bobinage intérieurs (536, 21e) lo-
gés dans lesdites fentes (524, 13) dudit noyau
d'induit (520, 11)
des bras de bobinage intérieurs (537, 21b)
électriquement connectés à l'une de leurs par-
ties d'extrémité à une partie d'extrémité desdits
corps de bobinage intérieurs (536, 21e) et dis-
posés de manière sensiblement perpendiculai-
re audit arbre (510, 10), lesdits bras de bobina-
ge intérieurs (537, 21b) s'étendant en direction
dudit arbre (510, 10)
des bras de bobinage extérieurs (534, 13) élec-
triquement connectés à l'une de leurs parties
d'extrémité à une partie d'extrémité desdits
corps de bobinage extérieurs (533, 20e) et dis-

posés de manière sensiblement perpendiculai-
re audit arbre (510, 10), lesdits bras de bobina-
ge extérieurs (534, 13) s'étendant en direction
dudit arbre (510, 10) et étant connectés à une
deuxième extrémité de ceux-ci à une deuxième
partie d'extrémité desdits bras de bobinage in-
térieurs (537, 21b)

caractérisée en ce que
un isolateur (560, 590, 20a, 21a) est disposé

entre lesdits bras de bobinage extérieurs (534, 13)
et lesdits bras de bobinage intérieurs (537, 21b) et
est muni d'éléments de positionnement (561, 562)
destinés à régler les déplacements périphériques
et radiaux relatifs entre bobinage interieurs,

lesdits bras de bobinage intérieurs (537, 21b)
comportent des parties saillantes axiales (539, 21g)
s'étendant le long dudit arbre (510, 10) en des par-
ties radialement intérieures de celui-ci afin de con-
necter électriquement respectivement lesdits bras
de bobinage intérieurs (537) aux parties d'extrémité
radialement intérieures (538) desdits bras de bobi-
nage extérieurs (534) et les parties radialement in-
térieures dudit isolateur (560, 20a) sont insérées
entre lesdites parties saillantes axiales (539, 21g)
périphériquement adjacentes les unes aux autres
et comportent des parties axialement intérieures
évidées (562), évidées afin de positionner lesdites
parties saillantes axiales.

2. Machine électrique tournante selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans laquelle lesdits éléments de position-
nement (561) comprennent des trous (561) ména-
gés sur ledit isolateur et des parties saillantes
(534c) placées sur lesdits bras de bobinage exté-
rieurs destinées à entrer dans lesdits trous.

3. Machine électrique tournante selon la revendica-
tion 2, dans laquelle lesdits éléments de position-
nement (561) sont des trous (561) disposés dans
une direction périphérique, destinés à recevoir les-
dites parties saillantes (534c) desdits bras de bobi-
nage extérieurs (534, 13).
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